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Cosmetic products are products which are intended for personal care of an individual. It includes
skin care, hair care as well as body care. Natural beauty has been gifted to every person in the
world, these cosmetic have been made to enhance this natural beauty. The enhancement of the
features such as eyes, cheeks, Lips etc. can make the appearance of a person very noticeable and
appreciable. This enhancement is achieved by cosmetic or beauty care products.

Cosmetic industry has witnessed growth not only in the United States but also in developing
countries such as India. Various cosmetic products are available in the market under various local
and even international brands. Cosmetic shops or branded outlets are established in most part of
the country. One can have access to a huge variety within their budget and price range.

Cosmetics are made up of different ingredients. Though there are some which utilise animal fats in
their production, there also are cosmetics which are 100 % made out of natural herbs. Face
washes, lip balms, hair shampoos etc. are available in different fruit varieties such as water melon,
grapes, lemon, papaya, peach and strawberry. One can go for products suiting his or her skin type.

Many major cosmetic stores provide a lot of facilities to attract more and more customers. People
get a free demonstration of the make-up products, which are applied by the make-up experts
working with the store. They apply different colours of rouge or eye make-up till the time the
customer is satisfied and ready to buy the desired products.

Cosmetic products are easily available in the market. Another method of shopping for cosmetic and
beauty care products without moving out of the house or linger around the market is via online
shopping of different online cosmetics. Various websites have virtual e-shops or e-stores that is
nothing but an online collection of products through which one can browse and see the features
along with other necessary details of the desired product. Popular branded online cosmetics are
also available and are often subjected to shopping deals under which these are available on a
discounted price. One can make the payment via credit card, debit card or master card. Cash on
delivery is an interesting option provided by the sites. Maximum business days for the product or
products to reach the buyer are 7 days and mostly the shipping for these cosmetic, beauty products
etc is free.
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